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Abstract: This project is a pure analytical research to manage
the product in quality in mass production centre to reduce the
rejections with modern techniques of six sigma approach.
Now-a-days the mass production centre reducing the rejections in
PPM level in parts per million instead of percentage . One
percentage rejection makes only one part per hundred numbers,
legally it shows very less but in mass production centre it is ten
thousand parts per million which is very huge quality. To reduce
the rejections by PPM level, six sigma approach is the best and
approved method in any kind of product that too in Automobile
accessories manufacturing area.
This project deals with a mass production automobile
accessories manufacturing company to analyze, their rejections
and reduce them by PPM level. Giving suggestions with proper
evidence to the management to implement the facilities to improve
the quality of the product . SUPER AUTO FORGE LTD ,
Medavakkam given their rejection and production quality of
recent month to analyze, with their product and different types of
flaws. We have analyzed the various process and the rejections
generated during the process. Various design of experiment and
quality tools applied in analysis and them to maintain for that visit
to the company to get the evidence in physical.
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I. INTRODUCTION
To improve business and improve profitability, a
competitive company must placed in place the best feasible
techniques and procedures to guarantee the performance of its
products or facilities. Customer satisfaction is the first task
and primary goal of any industry. So it is necessary to know
well and aware of the importance of the customer and their
need particularly the quality of the products or services. The
Six Sigma methodology is used to find out the solution of the
reduction in Internal Rework & Rejection in process of piston
to 100 PPM. The solution for the statement of the problem is
found that defects are not cause by CNC machining and
Rough Grinding by various QC tools & DOEs through Six
Sigma approach [1-6].
II. SIX SIGMA
The SIX SIGMA method is one of the most
commonly used business models for this kind of quality
control and leadership. The SIX SIGMA method is a business
model or philosophy aimed at continuing customer-based
brand improvement.
The SIX SIGMA strategy also focuses on improving
performance by inspecting flaw avoidance products or

facilities. This SIX SIGMA model emphasizes the execution
of wide-ranging business operations to motivate greater
efficiency for the assigned staff and teams. The SIX SIGMA
method proves to be very useful in ensuring that product
quality is accomplished as a quicker pace and continuously
maintaining customer satisfaction. This method is
accomplished through consistently excellent results to
measure norms and expectations up to the target clients [7-9].
This contributes to greater viability and
profitability for the business that utilizes the SIX SIGMA
APPROACH to the six Sigma QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
stands for Six standard deviation from average. Six Sigma
comparable to Zero Defect (ZD) is Philip Crosby's suggested
philosophical benchmark or level of excellence.
Six Sigma methodology offers the methods and instruments
for enhancing capacity and reducing any system flaws. It was
began in its manufacturing department by Motorola in 1987.
Six Sigma strives for perfection. It allows for only 3.4 defects
per million opportunities. Six Sigma improves the process
performance, decrease variation and maintains consistent
quality of the process output. Six Sigma leads to defect
reduction and improvements in profits, product quality and
customer satisfaction [10-12].
A efficiency objectives representing 3.4 flaws for
millions of chances of making one. A collection of
instruments and techniques used for product, process and
service improvement or layout. A statistical measure showing
the amount of standard deviations within the hopes of the
client. A fact-based, rigorous approach to managing a
company and its procedures. A implies of enhancing
understanding of client requirements, measuring efficiency
and improving company [13-18].
III. METHODOLOGY
This project "Quality Management Through Six Sigma
Approach" is analytical. In this project we are going to
analyze the problem and then we are going to reduce those
problem by using Six Sigma method. For this project we went
to SUPER AUTO FORGE PVT.LIMITED and we analyze
this
project
by
using
DMAIC
(Define,Measure,Analyze,Improve,Control) method. Firstly
we get the data from the from the company that in which
process they are getting most of the defect and then we
analyze that in Grinding process they are getting defect in a
large ammount.We went to the company and finished our
project by using SIX SIGMA. [19-21]
IV. OBJECTIVE
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The objectives of this thesis are :
• To utilize six sigma methodology in performing the study
• To study the outer diameter
of pistons dimension rejection
trend by utilizing QC tools as
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the identified grinding machine.
• To identify the root causes of the OD rejects &
• To recommend actions to eliminate rejects to sigma levels.
If you are using Word, use either the Microsoft Equation
Editor or the MathType add-on (http://www.mathtype.com)
for equations in your paper (Insert | Object | Create New |
Microsoft Equation or MathType Equation). “Float over text”
should not be selected [22].
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V. RESULTS
Six Sigma is great for company, providing company
outcomes that can speed development, cut expenses, and
eventually provide stakeholders with exceptional revenues.
Six Sigma procedures have been implemented by
manufacturing industries, healthcare and many more sectors
to enhance efficiency and offer unparalleled product, service
and service quality and efficiency to clients. This document
describes the methodology of Six Sigma and the best
practices for implementing the same throughout the company.
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VI. CONCLUSION
Six sigma level concept explained to basic machine
operators before taking the project in super auto forge Pvt.
Ltd., A team organization from AGM-QA to grinding
machine tool operator level to achieve the target as zero
defect quality product producing or at least 100 PPM level
(BENCH MARK).
Discussed with the team about six sigma approach and
training conducted the methodology of six sigma, by which
any problem solved by systematically and controlled
consistently. this project title "QUALITY MANAGEMENT
THROUGH SIX SIGMA APPROACH " is taken in super
auto forge Pvt. Ltd., located in medavakkam, chennai
-600100. this project has focused on the major defect during
the processing of grinding of piston outer diameter by centre
less grinding. By DEFINE, the defect location is found in
final grinding process. MEASURE phase has got the current
level operating situation through control chart of operational
sequence. ANALYZE the problem by selected design of
experiments and some of QC tools. IMPROVE process by
repair and replace of some component & accessories of
grinding machine and total productive maintenance (TPM)
has been carried out for the major problem occurring machine
and time frame plotted for TPM to all piston related machine
tool. To CONTROL & achieve the target, 100% OD snap
gauge inspection in CNC turning process & run chart
implemented for rough and final grinding process have
introduced and monitored. this project is concluded by
achieve 100 PPM level defects reduced from 3100 PPM level
by constant monitoring & six sigma approach.
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